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BIT is based on patient focus
H. Peyer

(Switzerland)

Operating principle
is focused on the individual and in full application is equivalent to individual treatment. The picture of the disease with outwardly obvious and subjectively felt symptoms by the 

patient himself plays a secondary role. In the foreground is the information concept. The patient is a source of information for us, which we weave into our therapeutic and 

diagnostic reflections. The patient is confronted with his modified information and undergoes treatment in order to develop his own therapy program that is consistent with his 

integrity. In this case, the user of the BIT acts as a guide, which facilitates the burden of the person accompanied by him, who determines the composition of the material and which 

indicates the pun. He knows workarounds, he knows the difficulties, he knows how to evaluate the constitution and goes to the goal, observing the required dosage. At the same 

time, he uses his knowledge in the field of BIT (constitution - exogenous BIT; prolonged stress and individual behavioral pattern - endogenous BIT; disturbed cellular metabolism - 

metabolic regulatory therapy; blocked matrix-regenerative therapy). The detection of therapeutic obstacles at an early stage is the goal of therapeutic drift (psychological inverse 

reaction, geopathic burden), the segments along which the therapy moves are adjusted to a step-by-step pace. Where it is necessary, depending on the reaction to the set 

requirements, breaks or pauses are introduced there in order to think about the direction of movement. long-term stress and individual behavioral pattern - endogenous BIT; 

disturbed cellular metabolism - regulatory therapy of metabolism; blocked matrix regeneration therapy). The detection of therapeutic obstacles at an early stage is the goal of 

therapeutic drift (psychological inverse reaction, geopathic burden), the segments along which the therapy moves are adjusted to a step-by-step pace. Where it is necessary, 

depending on the reaction to the set requirements, breaks or pauses are introduced there in order to think about the direction of movement. long-term stress and individual 

behavioral pattern - endogenous BIT; disturbed cellular metabolism - regulatory therapy of metabolism; blocked matrix regeneration therapy). The detection of therapeutic 

obstacles at an early stage is the goal of therapeutic drift (psychological inverse reaction, geopathic burden), the segments along which the therapy moves are adjusted to a step-by-

step pace. Where it is necessary, depending on the reaction to the set requirements, breaks or pauses are introduced there in order to think about the direction of movement. The 

detection of therapeutic obstacles at an early stage is the goal of therapeutic drift (psychological inverse reaction, geopathic burden), the segments along which the therapy moves 

are adjusted to a step-by-step pace. Where it is necessary, depending on the reaction to the set requirements, breaks or pauses are introduced there in order to think about the 

direction of movement. The detection of therapeutic obstacles at an early stage is the goal of therapeutic drift (psychological inverse reaction, geopathic burden), the segments 

along which the therapy moves are adjusted to a step-by-step pace. Where it is necessary, depending on the reaction to the set requirements, breaks or pauses are introduced there 

in order to think about the direction of movement.

An explanation of the principle and procedure is given on the basis of his typical 
practical examples of the treatment of patients.
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